Pre-Semester Portuguese Language Course in Brazil

Dates: February 3-February 28, 2014  
Location: Florianópolis, Brazil  
Tuition: $3,000  
Estimated room, board, and living expenses: $1,500

Program Highlights

• 80-hour, full immersion language and culture program in Portuguese  
• One unit of credit, equivalent to 4-5 semester hours, transcripted through Middlebury College  
• Grammar, conversation, and writing skills equivalent to a regular semester course at the fourth semester level  
• Cultural component focuses on the study of the cultural and social characteristics of the local Carnaval  
• Traditional lectures and activities put students directly in contact with various community members  
• Extension activities and excursions

This program will prepare students to attain the language level necessary to participate in the spring semester direct-enrollment courses available through the Middlebury School in Brazil at the Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina in Florianópolis.
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